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Action
The CAC will review the five themes that were explored at the January 6 CAC workshop and the resulting
two scenarios (that are intended to reflect the draft vision statement) that the consultant and staff have
prepared in response to design workshop outcomes. A third scenario based on the existing comprehensive
plan will also be discussed.
Staff would like the CAC’s recommendations for revisions to the draft three scenarios in preparation for
the March 29th community open house.
Reference Materials
Due to the short turn‐around time since the January 6 design workshop, materials for the three draft
scenarios will be provided and discussed at the CAC meeting.
The notes from the table theme discussions are included on the website in the attachments
http://welovelakeoswego.com/citizen‐committees/cac‐meetings/ for the meeting on January 26. The
drawings created at the January 6 meeting are also on the website. We will give an overview of them
during our meeting on January 26.
Please review and reacquaint yourself with the Sustainability Framework document as this tool will be
used to analyze the scenarios as we narrow the scenarios (See CAC meeting January 6, 2011 Attach 6)
http://welovelakeoswego.com/wp‐content/uploads/2010/09/Attach‐6‐Sustainability‐Framework.pdf after
the March 29th community open house.
Next Steps
February 23rd CAC review of the revisions made to the scenarios based on the January 26 meeting. Discuss
criteria for analyzing scenarios.
March 29 – Community open house to present the scenarios for public review and comment to determine
if they are the right scenarios or modifications are needed prior to further assessment.
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April/May – Consultant team and City staff assess the scenarios and evaluate their performance against
criteria (vision, sustainability tool, broad fiscal impact) related to housing, economics, transportation, parks
and recreation, infrastructure and other Lake Oswego periodic review tasks). The results of this assessment
will be presented to the CAC and then again to the broader community in May or June. .
June –CAC meeting to select a preferred scenario.
July – CAC recommendation to the City Council to endorse the preferred scenario.

